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Abstract 
Cyclists need a detection method for vehicles to help prevent accidents and a method to 
display exercise data in order to maximize their workout. An array of sensors paired with a 
display allows a cyclist to be notified of workout information and any surrounding traffic. A 
smartphone app calculates the information from the sensors and sends the calculations to the 
display. This will allow the user to be able to see their exercise information without disrupting 
their bike ride as well as give some measure of safety to the cyclist when sharing the street with 
cars. 
• Real-time exercise information display 
• Field of vision can remain in front of the cyclist 
• Incoming car detection 
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1. Problem Statement 
Need 
Twelve percent of cyclist injuries are due to being hit by cars [6]. There needs to be a 
safer method for bike riders to exercise on roads with vehicles while still attaining the best 
workout experience. Knowledge of a person’s heart rate and calories burned while working out 
can be utilized in order to help optimize a workout while exercising on a bicycle. In addition, an 
assortment of sensors can help record all pertinent information during a workout. However, this 
does not allow a user to adjust his routine in the middle of a workout. A helmet that can 
communicate with the sensors and present the information to the user via a display will help 
maximize any bike-riding exercise and also create a safer experience for the rider. 
Objective 
The Augmented-Reality Helmet (ARH) will be modeled after a bicycle helmet and will 
display information collected from an array of sensors. An app will be developed that can 
communicate with the helmet. The app will collect user inputs for customizing the workout and 
send the information wirelessly to the helmet. The helmet will incorporate three major 
components: a display which will be integrated into the helmet; a wireless module incorporated 
into a microcontroller that will communicate with the app and send information to the display in 
real-time; a power system which will run all of the electronics in the helmet for an extended 
period of time.  
Research Survey 
Image processing is needed for ARH to understand how to improve the quality of a 
digitized image. According to U.S. Patent 9235770 [1], An image processing device is provided, 
the image processing device comprising: an image input unit configured to be input with a frame 
image of an imaging area imaged by a camera; an image processing unit configured to process 
the frame image input to the image input unit, and detect an object imaged in the frame image; 
and an operation frequency determination unit configured to determine a frequency of an 
operation clock of the image processing unit according to the number of objects detected by the 
image processing unit, wherein the operation frequency determination unit lowers the frequency 
of the operation clock of the image processing unit as the number of objects detected by the 
image processing unit becomes smaller. 
U.S. Patent 8364389 [2] describes a system by which sensors attached to a bicycle can 
feed information to a series of head-mounted displays. This system, when worn, allows an 
individual riding a bicycle to see pertinent details about the individual’s trip. A group of 
bicyclists riding together, when equipped with this system, can see information about all the 
people and bicycles in the group. 
The ARH helmet will need to display a variety of information in a manner similar to that 
of the system described in the patent. ARH must also allow the wearer to maintain a relatively 
clear field of vision while riding a bicycle so as to allow for the wearer’s safety. 
U.S. Patent 8964298 [3] describes a system wherein a user with a smartphone wears both 
a wristband and a custom pair of glasses. The wristband communicates with the phone and the 
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glasses to allow for a gesture-based interface with the augmented reality displayed on the 
glasses. The phone’s internet connection and GPS allow for the glasses to display an augmented 
reality overlay for the user. Together, the phone, wristband, and glasses allow for a hands-free 
augmented reality experience for the user of this system. 
The communication network described in this patent will be very similar to that of ARH. 
Both systems require a network between a head-mounted display, a phone, and a wristband 
which will communicate with the phone. The communication of the network must be in real-time 
or else the system will not operate as intended. 
Many displays that match the specifications needed for the ARH require a voltage higher 
than what can be supplied by batteries. As such, the voltage supplied from a battery must be 
amplified in order to satisfy the needs of the display. A boost DC-DC converter makes the 
amplification possible while keeping the current steady. [4] 
Multiple sensors are needed to collect data for ARH. In order to detect car distance within 
a close range to the user’s bike, an ultrasonic proximity sensor must be used. Radiation patterns 
must be understood when evaluating possible sensors. This article gives an overview of some 
fundamental acoustical parameters that affect the performance of an ultrasonic sensor. When 
selecting an ultrasonic sensor for a particular application, it is important to consider how the echo 
will be affected by acoustical fundamentals. This is important due to there being a wide range of 
sensors available that operate at different frequencies and have different beam angles. Parameters 
to consider include variations in frequency of sensors, resolution, relative accuracy, target range 
measurement, and the effective beam angle. [5] 
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Marketing Requirements 
1. Lightweight and stay securely on head. 
2. The display will have minimal vision impairment and little display clutter. 
3. Low temperature power supply  
4. Fast and accurate data streaming   
5. Long duration 
6. Quick and easy to set up 
7. Measure heart rate, speed, distance traveled, and calories burned. 
8. Detect traffic approaching from behind the user. 
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Objective Tree  
The four main categories of concern for the ARH can be seen in the Objective Tree in Figure 1. 
 
Figure 1 – Objective Tree 
Data Integrity ranked highest in terms of the design. Speed prioritized accuracy only 
slightly since a slow frame throughput can make incoming objects appear farther away than they 
are in reality, which can create accidents. 
Durability and ease of use merited equal importance. The durability section requires the 
ARH to be operable in any situation in which the user may be riding his bicycle. Several 
subcategories (temperature, watertight, shatterproof) ensure weather-proofing for mild-weather 
biking. The remaining categories (power management, easy maintenance) allow the system to be 
operable throughout the duration of the bike ride. 
Ease of use had fairly equal weight throughout the subcategories. Fewer clicks carried 
little weight because the system should be automated after some minor user customization. 
Portability carried the least weight because it had the least risk of bringing harm to the 
user. The subcategories for portability ensure that the user loses minimal amount of mobility 
when equipped with the ARH, and that the system can be used by a larger audience. 
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2. Design Requirements Specification 
Marketing Specifications Engineering Requirement Justification 
5 Functional for at least 1 hour 
when fully charged. 
Excluding rigorous training, an 
average cardio works lasts 20-60 
minutes in order to improve 
fitness. The system should be 
operable throughout the entirety 
of the workout. 
4 Display video feed at a rate 
of no less than 30 frames per 
second. 
When fps drops below that 
threshold, disorientation can 
occur which can cause motion 
sickness. In addition, reaction 
time may be affected since the 
sequence of events become 
garbled. 
4 Video latency must not be 
more than 50ms 
Latency exceeding the threshold 
can endanger the user since the 
scene the user sees differs from 
the scene in reality. A pole that 
appears far from the user can 
actually be much closer, which 
can cause accidents. 
2 Display exercise information 
in a manner that does not 
obstruct more than 20% of 
the display. 
If an excess of the cyclist’s vision 
becomes obscured, he can no 
longer see obstacles that may 
appear in his path, which will 
endanger the cyclist.   
8 Detect oncoming vehicles at 
a range of at least 10 meters 
and visibly alert the user of 
the ARH within 250ms. 
When traveling on a street with 
vehicular traffic, the amount of 
cars that cannot easily be heard by 
a cyclist increases daily. The 
threshold gives the rider 
approximately 1 second notice 
before a vehicle traveling 35 
miles per hour, entering the 
detection range pulls up beside 
the cyclist.  
4, 7 Gather data from sensors at 
least once every 3 seconds. 
Too much of a time difference 
will reduce the accuracy of the 
data displayed to the user. Too 
small of a time difference will 
increase power consumption from 
signal communication and more 
frequent calculations. 
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1 Remains on the head when 
coming to a stop from 16 
km/h over 1 seconds across 7 
meters 
Represents the average cycling 
speed coming to a full force stop. If 
the system disengages from the 
head, it risks vision impairment and 
possible entanglement of the rider. 
3 Does not exceed 
temperatures of 40°C while 
at full operation 
Many devices have an optimal 
temperature for operation. When 
operated outside of the 
temperature, the device can 
become damage and give possibly 
faulty readings. In addition, 
having a hot system close to the 
body can cause discomfiture for 
the user. 
1 Helmet of the ARH must not 
exceed more than 3 kg  
Excessive weight on the head can 
cause unnecessary strain on the 
neck, which can lead to increased 
chance of injury and possible 
health conditions. 
6 Attaching sensors to bike 
should take no more than 5 
minutes. 
Long setup time can discourage 
use of a product. 
Marketing Specifications 
1. Lightweight and stay securely on head. 
2. The display will have minimal vision impairment and little display clutter. 
3. Low temperature power supply  
4. Fast and accurate data streaming   
5. Long duration  
6. Quick and easy to set up 
7. Measure heart rate, speed, distance traveled, and calories burned. 
8. Detect traffic approaching from behind the user. 
Table 1 – Design Requirements 
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3. Accepted Technical Design 
Block Level 0 
 
 
Figure 2 – Level 0 Block Diagram 
Theory of Operation: The hardware level 0 diagram for the ARH shows the basic inputs 
and outputs. One input is power; which would be a DC power supply. The other input for 
hardware will be the receiving wireless signal into the micro controller. The output will be a 
display and a wireless signal transmitting back to the phone with exercise summary information. 
Module Hardware 
Designer N/A 
Inputs ● Power  
● Wifi Signal (Rx) 
Outputs ● Display 
● Wifi Signal (Tx) 
Functionality Wirelessly communicates with Mobile device and displays exercise information 
to the user. 
Table 2 – Level 0 Hardware FR Table 
Module Software 
Designer N/A 
Inputs ● User Input 
● Sensor Data 
● Wifi Signal (Rx) 
Outputs ● Display Data 
● Wifi Signal (Tx) 
Functionality Calculates biking information using sensor data and user input.  Transmits the 
information to the microcontroller.  Masks exercise information over incoming 
video frames and sends the modified video frames to a headset display. 
Table 3 – Level 0 Software FR Table 
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Block Level 1 
Hardware 
Theory of Operation: The following figures show a further level of detail than the 
previous figures. It shows a breakdown of sub modules and sub system connections within the 
multiple system modules. This level 1 diagram is showing a breakdown of sub modules. The 
corresponding Functional Requirement Tables follow each illustration. Figure 3 shows the level 
one block diagram. The power supply is going to be distributed to two of the sub modules shown 
that include the microcontroller 1 and microcontroller 2. The sensor block is a group of sensors 
that will collect data and send it to microcontroller 2. Microcontroller 2 will then send the data 
via Bluetooth to the phone. The phone app will then transmit data to the microcontroller 1. A 
video feed will output from the microcontroller 1 and onto the headset display along with 
feedback to the phone. 
 
Figure 3 – Level 1 Hardware Block Diagram 
Module Microcontroller 1 
Designer Azia 
Input(s) • Power Supply (DC Supply Battery Pack) 
• Data Tx by Phone 
Output(s) • Video Signal 
• Data Tx to Phone 
Functionality The microcontroller will receive sensor information from the phone App. The 
microcontroller then displays the information to the headset and sends feedback to 
phone. 
Table 4 – Level 1 Hardware: Microcontroller 1 FR 
Module Phone 
Designer N/A 
Input(s) • Sensor Data 
• Data Tx by microcontroller 1 
Output(s) • Data Tx to microcontroller 1 
Functionality The phone will receive sensor data and then transmit wirelessly data to the 
Microcontroller 1.  
Table 5 – Level 1 Hardware: Phone FR 
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Module Microcontroller 2 
Designer Brian 
Input(s) • Power Supply (DC Supply Battery Pack) 
• Data wired by sensors  
Output(s) • Data Tx to Phone 
Functionality The microcontroller 2 will be wired up to sensors. It will then take the data and 
transmit the data to the phone via Bluetooth.  
Table 6 – Level 1 Hardware: Microcontrolelr 2 FR 
Software 
 
Figure 4 – Level 1 Software Block Diagram 
Theory of Operation: The user will input relevant data into the phone application, such as 
their age, their weight, the weight of their bike, and the diameter of their bicycle tires. This 
information is then used to calculate various metrics, which are then wirelessly sent to 
microcontroller 1, which keeps track of the exercise and sends information to the display for the 
user. At the end of the exercise, microcontroller 1 will send the results of the exercise back to the 
phone, which then forwards it to a database to keep a record of prior exercises. 
Module Phone 
Designer N/A 
Input(s) ● Sensor Data 
● User Input 
● Wireless Signal (Rx) 
Output(s) ● Wireless Signal (Tx) (Microcontroller 1) 
● Wireless Signal (Tx) (Database) 
Functionality The phone app will adjust exercise calculations based off of user input. 
Exercise information will then be generated based off of exercise calculations. 
Communicates with a database to store and retrieve exercise session 
information. 
Table 7 – Level 1 Software: Phone FR 
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Module Microcontroller 1 
Designer N/A 
Input(s) ● Video frames 
● Wireless Signal (Rx) 
● Ultrasonic Sensor 
Output(s) ● Modified Video Frames 
● Wireless Signal (Tx) 
Functionality Applies a mask of the exercise information from wireless signal to incoming 
video frames. Also masks a warning to video frame based off of ultrasonic 
sensor.  Sends out augmented frames as display data to headset display. 
Table 8 – Level 1 Software: Microcontroller FR 
Module Database 
Designer N/A 
Input(s) ● Wireless Signal (Rx) 
Output(s) ● Wireless Signal (Tx) 
Functionality Communicates with phone app to store and retrieve past exercise session 
information. 
Table 9 – Level 1 Software: Database FR 
Block Level 2 
Hardware 
Theory of Operation: The level two block diagram goes into the broadest details of the 
hardware design. The DC supplied battery pack will power the microcontroller 1, 
microcontroller 2, heart rate, and gyroscope. The Hall Effect and ultrasonic will be powered by 
the microcontroller 2. The sensors block includes several different types of sensors: the heart rate 
sensor, which also has the accelerometer and gyroscope built into it, and will measure the user's 
heart rate; accelerometer will determine the user’s acceleration. The gyroscope will be used to 
determine the rider’s orientation; the Hall Effect sensor is used to detect magnetic fields. It will 
be placed on the magnetic bike rim. One rotation would be equivalent to the Hall Effect 
sum/number of magnets. The Hall Effect sensor will be used to calculate the distance traveled 
and the speed. Car detection will be approximated using the ultrasonic proximity sensor. The 
camera will feed into the camera port of the microcontroller and provide video frames for the 
headset display.  
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Figure 5 – Level 2 Hardware Block Diagram: Sensors and Microcontroller 2 
 
Figure 6 – Level 2 Hardware Block Diagram: Microcontroller 1 
Module Sensor Block 
Designer Brian  
Input(s) • Power supply from microcontroller 2 (Hall Effect & Ultrasonic) 
• Power supply (Heart Rate) 
Output(s) • Data wired to microcontroller 2 
• Data Tx to phone  
Functionality    The heart rate sensor will collect the user’s heart rate and speed. Car detection 
will be detected from the ultrasonic proximity sensor. The Hall Effect sensor 
determines the RPM.  
Table 10 – Level 2 Hardware: Sensor Block FR 
Module Phone 
Designer N/A 
Input(s) • Data Tx from sensors  
• Data Tx from microcontroller 1 
• Data Tx from microcontroller 2 
Output(s) • Data Tx to microcontroller 1  
Functionality   The phone will receive sensor data and then the app can adjust exercise 
calculations based off of user input.  Exercise information will then be generated 
based off of exercise calculations.  Communicates with a database to store and 
retrieve exercise session information. 
Table 11 – Level 2 Hardware: Phone FR 
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Module Microcontroller 1 
Designer Azia 
Input(s) • Power Supply 
• Camera 
• Data Tx from phone  
Output(s) • Headset Display Unit 
• Data Tx from microcontroller 1 
Functionality   The microcontroller 1 will receive the sensor information from the phone App 
and then display the information on the headset. The camera video feed that will 
be displayed to the user will connect to the display through the HDMI port on the 
microcontroller 1.   
Table 12 – Level 2 Hardware: Microcontroller 1 FR 
Module Headset/Display 
Designer Azia 
Input(s) • Video HDMI Signal 
• Power Supply 
Output(s) • Displayed exercise information  
• Display camera video feed  
Functionality   The headset will show video of what is in front of user and simultaneously show 
the selected exercise information from the phone app.  
Table 13 – Level 2 Hardware: Headset/Display FR 
Module Microcontroller 2 
Designer Brian 
Input(s) • Power Supply 
• Data wired by sensors 
Output(s) • Headset Display Unit 
• Data Tx from microcontroller 1 
Functionality   The microcontroller 1 will receive the sensor information from the phone App 
and then display the information on the headset. The camera video feed that will 
be displayed to the user will connect to the display through the HDMI port on the 
microcontroller 1.   
Table 14 – Level 2 Hardware: Microcontroller 2 FR 
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Software 
 
Figure 7 – Level 2 Software Block Diagram 
Theory of Operation: The user input from the phone app will be inserted into the above 
calculations which will output the exercise information. This information will be packed and 
transmitted via a phone transceiver module to the waiting transceiver of microcontroller 1. 
Microcontroller 1’s transceiver module will receive this data and will then mask the information 
as well as the ultrasonic sensor warning on top of incoming video frames. These frames are then 
sent to the display. 
Once a session is determined to be complete, the session information will be sent from 
the microcontroller transceiver to the phone transceiver. The phone transceiver will then send the 
session information to the database transceiver, which will in turn store the session information 
in the database. Past session information can be pulled from the database and sent to the phone 
for reviewing. 
Several different types of equations are implemented in the calculations block in order to 
compute the exercise information. The first equation, used to calculate the amount of tire 
rotations, is: 
𝛾 =
𝐻𝑎𝑙𝑙  𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑆𝑢𝑚
# 𝑜𝑓 𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑠
 
The ‘Hall Effect Sum’ representing the number of times that the Hall Effect sensor gives 
an active high reading, the ‘# of magnets’ representing the magnets placed on the rim of the tire, 
and 𝛾 representing the total number of tire rotations. The number of magnets remains a variable 
since the user will input how many magnets they have placed on the tire. 𝛾 is then used in the 
calculation for the total distance that the user has travelled: 
𝑑 = (2 ∗ 𝜋 ∗ 𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑟𝑒) ∗ 𝛾 
14 
 
The inside of the parentheses calculates the circumference of the tire, where 𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑟𝑒 is the 
radius of the tire as indicated by the user during user customization and 𝑑 is the total distance 
travelled. The circumference of the tire is then multiplied by the number of times that the tired 
rotated in order to calculate the total distance that the bike has travelled since data started being 
transmitted. 
𝑠 =
𝑑
𝑡
 
𝑑 is the distance calculated previously, 𝑡 is the time that has elapsed, and 𝑠 is the current 
speed of the cyclist.  The next equation does not represent any exercise information that will be 
displayed directly, but is used in the calculations in the final equation of the calculation block. 
This is the equation to compute the vertical distance traveled: 
𝑑𝑦 = 𝑑 ∗ sin (𝜃) 
Where 𝑑 is the distance travelled and 𝜃 is the angular orientation in respect with the x-z 
plane. This equation works under the assumption that the distance that the user travels is not 
solely horizontal and vertical, but a combination of the two vectors. Thus, in order to find the y 
distance from the distance that is a combination of x and y, the 𝑠𝑖𝑛 function is used with the 
angular orientation of the rider which is obtained from the gyroscope. The final equation used in 
the calculations block (Table 15) is the total number of calories burned: 
𝑐𝑒 =
(3.509 + 0.2581𝑠3) ∗ 𝑡
4186.8
+
𝑚𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑟 ∗ 𝑔 ∗ 𝑑𝑦
418
, 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑔 = 9.8 𝑚 𝑠2⁄  
Where 𝑠 is the speed of the cyclist, 𝑡 is the elapsed time, 𝑚𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑟 is the mass of the rider 
entered during customization, 𝑔 is the acceleration of gravity which will be implemented as a 
constant, 𝑑𝑦 is the vertical distance that has been travelled, and 𝑐𝑒 is the amount of calories 
expended. 
After all of these calculations have been made, this information will go to a transceiver 
block, represented in Table 16, Table 17, and Table 18. All of the transceiver blocks are 
functionally the same and either: concatenate pertinent information to be sent out; parse 
incoming information into a usable format. How these two methods are carried out depends 
specifically on the transceiver block. The database block, Table 18, handles all information 
transactions between the phone and the remote database. Exercise information will either be 
stored or retrieved from the database depending on incoming signal. This signal will either 
request a storage of information or a retrieval of information. 
The final block, Table 20, handles the actual creation of the frames which will be 
displayed to the user. The first calculation required for displaying the information is calculating 
how to mask the exercise information onto the video frames. The exercise information will need 
to be large enough that the user can read the data, but not so large that the field of view of the 
user becomes obstructed. This can be realized by making the text seem to appear a set distance 
away from the user. This requires transposing 3-dimensional coordinates onto a 2-dimensional 
plane. This technique is called foreshortening, and is represented by the equations: 
𝑥𝑝 =
𝑥
𝑧
𝑑⁄ + 1
, 𝑦𝑝 =
𝑦
𝑧
𝑑⁄ + 1
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𝑥 and 𝑦 represent the actual x- and y-coordinates of the object, 𝑧 is the distance from the 
display to the object, 𝑑 is the distance from the viewer to the display, and 𝑥𝑝 and 𝑦𝑝 represent the 
adjusted x- and y-coordinates that are used on the display. This technique of foreshortening 
allows the masked exercise information to appear at any chosen distance, and will set exactly 
which pixels need to be manipulated in order to mask the information. After these calculations 
have been made to determine where the masked exercise and warning information will appear, 
the images that arrive from the camera need to be converted into a type of data that will allow 
easier masking of the exercise information. All frames received by the block will need to be 
transformed from image data into an array in order to allow the data to be manipulated. The pixel 
locations that need to be changed will then be altered and effectively mask the exercise 
information onto the video frame. If an incoming object is detected, the warning information will 
also be masked onto the video frame at this point. Once the masking has finished, the array of 
pixel data will then be converted back into an image and be sent out to the display. 
Module Calculations 
Designer N/A 
Input(s) ● User Input 
● Sensor Data 
● Exercise Equations 
Output(s) ● Exercise Information 
Functionality Calculates exercise information using sensor data and modified exercise 
equations. 
Table 15 – Level 2 Software: Calculations FR 
Module Transceive (Phone) 
Designer N/A 
Input(s) ● Exercise Information (Calc) 
● Wireless Signal (Rx) 
Output(s) ● Wireless Signal (Tx) 
● Data packet (Database) 
Functionality Receives and unpacks end-of-exercise information from microcontroller, then 
transmits it to database. Packs exercise information and transmits it to 
microcontroller. 
Table 16 – Level 2 Software: Transceive (Phone) FR 
Module Transceive (Database) 
Designer N/A 
Input(s) ● Exercise Session Information (Database) 
● Data packet 
Output(s) ● Data packet 
● Exercise Session Information (Phone) 
Functionality Sends and receives data packets between the phone app and database.  
Table 17 – Level 2 Software: Transceive (Database) FR 
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Module Database 
Designer N/A 
Input(s) ● Exercise Session Information (Phone) 
● Wireless Signal (Rx) 
Output(s) ● Wireless Signal (Tx) 
● Exercise Session Information (Database) 
Functionality  
Table 18 – Level 2 Software: Database FR 
Module Transceive (uC) 
Designer N/A 
Input(s) ● Exercise Information (end-of-exercise) 
● Wireless Signal (Rx) 
Output(s) ● Wireless Signal (Tx) 
● Exercise Information (Augment) 
Functionality Communicates with phone app to store and retrieve past exercise session 
information. 
Table 19 – Level 2 Software: Transceive (uC) FR 
Module Video Frame Augmentation 
Designer N/A 
Input(s) ● Exercise Information 
● Video Frames 
● Ultrasonic sensor 
Output(s) ● Modified Video Frames 
Functionality Applies mask of exercise information to video frames.  If necessary, also 
applies mask of incoming object warning to video frames as well. 
Table 20 – Level 2 Software: Video Frame Augmentation FR 
Block Level 3 
Hardware 
RASPBERRY PI 3 
The Raspberry Pi 3 B+ will be powered by a 5 VDC at 2.5A. The power will be 
connected to the GPIO pins 5 and 6. The Bluetooth transceiver that is located on the Raspberry 
Pi will be able to receive exercise and safety data from the phone along with send data back to 
the phone. A Raspberry Pi Camera Board will be connected to the camera socket on the 
Raspberry Pi. The camera will be able to stream live events of what is in front of the bike rider. 
Camera feed will then be inputted into the Raspberry Pi so that the frames can be processed and 
exercise and safety information from the Bluetooth can be displayed. Once the Camera feed is 
process by the Raspberry Pi, it will output the live feed onto the MyBud that the bike rider is 
wearing. The Raspberry Pi will then have an HDMI cable to output the display to the MyBud 
glasses. Figure 1Figure 8 below shows the layout of the Raspberry Pi 3 B+ inputs and outputs. 
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The Raspberry Pi 3 B+ will be used for Microcontroller 1. The Raspberry Pi 3 B+ will be 
powered with 5 VDC at 2.5A from BP1. The power will be connected to the GPIO pins 5 and 6. 
The Bluetooth transmitter that is located on the Raspberry Pi will be able to receive exercise and 
safety data from the phone along with send data back to the phone. A Raspberry Pi Camera 
Board will be connected to the camera socket on the Raspberry Pi. The camera will be able to 
stream live events of what is in front of the bike rider. Camera feed will then be inputted into the 
Raspberry Pi so that the frames can be processed and exercise and safety information from the 
Bluetooth can be displayed. Once the Camera feed is process by the Raspberry Pi, it will output 
the live feed onto the MyBud that the bike rider is wearing. The Raspberry Pi will then have an 
HDMI cable to output the display to the MyBud glasses. Figure 8 below is the schematic 
repetition of Microcontroller 1. 
 
Figure 8 – Level 3 Hardware Block Diagram of Microcontroller 1 
 
Module [U1] Raspberry Pi 3 B+ (Microcontroller 1) 
Designer Azia 
Input(s) • 5V DC at 2.5A from Battery pack 1 (BP1) 
• Video data from Raspberry Pi camera board  
Output(s) • Video Signal to MyBud 
• Data TX to Phone Via Bluetooth 
Functionality The microcontroller will receive sensor information from the phone App. The 
microcontroller then displays the information to the headset and sends feedback to 
phone. 
Table 21 – Level 3 Hardware: Raspberry Pi 3 B+ (Microcontroller 1) FR 
The Microcontroller 2 will also be using a Raspberry Pi 3 B+. With the Raspberry Pi 3 
B+ having 40 GPIO pins on it give it the ability to give power to the Hall Effect sensor and the 
ultrasonic sensor and receive the data from the sensor as well. The Raspberry Pi 3 B+ can also 
send that data and send it via Bluetooth with its on board Bluetooth transmitter. Table 22 gives a 
summary of all its connections. [U2] Raspberry Pi 3 B+ (Microcontroller 2) schematic can be 
found in Figure 9 and Figure 10. 
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Module [U2] Raspberry Pi 3 B+ (Microcontroller 2) 
Designer Brian 
Input(s) • 5V DC at 2.5A from Battery pack 2 (BP2) 
• (GPIO) Hall Effect sensor data 
• (PWM) Ultrasonic sensor data 
Output(s) • Data Tx to Phone Via Bluetooth 
• (GPIO) 5VDC to Hall Effect sensor  
• (GPIO) 5VDC to Ultrasonic sensor  
Functionality The Microcontroller 2 will supply 5 VDC to the Hall Effect and ultrasonic sensor. 
It will take in the data from the sensors and using the Bluetooth transmitter on the 
Raspberry Pi, send the sensor data to the phone.  
Table 22 – Level 3 Hardware: Raspberry Pi 3 B+ (Microcontroller 2) FR 
The Raspberry Pi Camera Board gives the ability to live stream in 720p60, which is in 
good range to reduce latency. Table 23 gives the functionality for the camera. 
Module Raspberry Pi Camera Board 
Designer Brian 
Input(s) • Power input from Raspberry Pi (Microcontroller 1) 
Output(s) • Live Video feed to the Raspberry Pi (Microcontroller 1) 
Functionality The Microcontroller 2 will supply 5 VDC to the Hall Effect and ultrasonic sensor. 
It will take in the data from the sensors and using the Bluetooth transmitter on the 
Raspberry Pi, send the sensor data to the phone.  
Table 23 – Level 3 Hardware: Raspberry Pi Camera Board FR 
The Hall Effect sensor is used to detect magnetic fields. It will be placed on the rear bike 
rim. To count rotations, this sensor was the appropriate choice. One rotation would be equivalent 
to the Hall Effect sum/number of magnets. The number of rotations will allow speed to be 
recorded to the micro controller. In addition, a magnet will also go on the rear of the bike for the 
sensor to work effectively. The Hall Effect sensor will be used to calculate the distance traveled 
and the speed. The connection between the Microcontroller 2 and the Hall Effect sensor is in 
Figure 9. 
 
Figure 9 – Level 3 Hardware Block Diagram of Hall Effect Sensor 
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Module [U3] US-1881 (Hall Effect Sensor) 
Designer Brian 
Input(s) ● 5VDC from the GPIO of the Raspberry Pi 
Output(s) ● Data out Wired to Microcontroller 2  
Functionality The Hall Effect sensor is used to detect magnetic fields. The Hall Effect sensor 
will be used to calculate the distance traveled and the speed. 
Table 24 – Level 3 Hardware: US-1881 (Hall Effect Sensor) FR 
To detect oncoming vehicles within ten meters, the ultrasonic sensor will be used. The 
sensors detection range can detect up to 10 meters. Every 250ms, the sensor can take readings. 
This is sufficient time for our system. The connection between the Microcontroller 2 and the Hall 
Effect sensor is in Figure 10. 
 
Figure 10 – Level 3 Hardware Block Diagram of Ultrasonic Sensor  
Module  [U4] MB1261 (Ultrasonic Sensor ) 
Designer Brian 
Input(s) ● 5VDC from the GPIO of the Raspberry Pi 
Output(s) ● Data out Wired to Microcontroller 2 
Functionality Detect oncoming vehicles within at least 10 feet distance and send alert to user 
within 250ms 
Table 25 – Level 3 Hardware: MB1261 (Ultrasonic Sensor) FR 
The MyBud glasses are going to be used as the display. The MyBud glasses will be 
powered from a DC battery pack on the back of the rider. The battery pack can be seen on right 
of Figure 11 (the rectangle). A video feed will output from the microcontroller and onto the 
headset display. Calories, Distance, and Speed will display on the glasses with the video frames 
simultaneously. 
 
 
Figure 11 – Picture of the MyBud glasses with power pack 
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Module MyBud 
Designer N/A 
Input(s) ● Power Supply 
●  Video output from Microcontroller 1 
Output(s) ● Display Video Feed 
● Display Exercise Information 
Functionality Receive video output from Microcontroller 1 and display exercise information 
to rider 
Table 26 – Level 3 Hardware: MyBud FR 
The bike rider will be wearing a watch like device that will collect the bike rider’s heart 
rate and reference direction that will be used to help calculate exercise information. Figure 12 is 
the wristband that will house the MBient sensor. The benefit of using the MBient sensor is that it 
has a low power Bluetooth transmitter on it that can easily send data to phones. 
 
Figure 12 – Picture of the wristband used to house the MBient sensor 
The benefit of using the MBient sensor is that it has a low power Bluetooth transmitter on 
it that can easily send data to phones.  The sensor shown in Figure 13 below will attach the watch 
wristband shown for the rider to place on wrist. The sensor watch has its own battery inside that 
powers it. 
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Figure 13 – Picture of the MBient sensor 
Module MBient  (Heart Rate and Gyroscope ) 
Designer N/A 
Input(s) ● N/A  
Output(s) ● Heart Rate data via Bluetooth to Phone 
● Gyroscope data via Bluetooth to Phone 
Functionality The watch will allow the heart rate, acceleration, and orientation is determined 
most accessibly. The band will contain the sensor on the users watch. The data 
collected will then wirelessly transmit back to the phone app. 
Table 27 – Level 3 Hardware: MBient (Heart Rate and Gyroscope) FR 
The Raspberry Pi requires 5VDC and 2.5A to power it. To have ARH work for 1 hour, 
the capacity using the following equation needs to be calculated 
𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦: 𝐶 = 𝑥𝑇 [𝐴 ∗ ℎ𝑟] 
With 𝑥 being the current for the device in Ampere and 𝑇 being the running time in hours 
to get Ampere-hours. Therefore 𝑥 = 2.5𝐴 (required for Raspberry Pi) and 𝑇 ≥ 1ℎ𝑟 (Design 
Requirements). Below is the calculated minimum capacity.  
𝐶 ≥ 2.5 ∗ 1 
𝐶 ≥ 2.5 [𝐴 ∗ ℎ𝑟] 
To compensate for lost in capacity due to full charge cycles, 𝐶′ is calculated in order to 
have a battery last longer. 
𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛: 𝐶′ =
𝐶
0.8
 
𝐶′ ≥
2.5
0.8
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𝐶′ ≥ 3.125[𝐴 ∗ ℎ𝑟] 
Therefore, the minimum required capacity of the battery will be 3.125Ahr to guarantee a 
run time of 1 hour. However, it is important to know how a battery performs with constant 
current discharge. Table 28 below compares three batteries from VRLA Rechargeable Battery, at 
nominal capacity of 4Ah, 4.5Ah, and 5Ah. 
 
 
Table 28 – Battery Comparison 
Looking at Table 28 it is shown that the capacity should be around 4.5Ah to ensure it last 
for the hour run with current running at 2.5A 
To ensure safety for the bike rider, two batteries will be used to ensure the bike rider is 
not connected to the bike by wires. The first battery pack BP1 will be located on the bike riders 
back and will power the Microcontroller 1 mounted on the helmet. The second battery pack BP2 
is located on the rear of the bike will supply power to the Microcontroller 2 that will be 
collecting data from the sensors and transmitting the data to the phone. 
Software 
Pseudocode 
main(){ 
 while(true){ 
  if(!Exercise_Stop){ 
   display(processFrame(image)); 
  }else{ 
   display(image); 
  } 
 } 
 
} 
If the user is not currently exercising, no information will be masked over the display 
since there is no information to mask. Otherwise, exercise and warning information will get 
masked over the incoming video frames. 
function processFrame(image){ 
 processed[] = divideFrame(); 
 processed = maskWorkout(); 
 processed = maskWarning(); 
  
 return arrayToImage(processed); 
  
} 
When an image is processed, it will be broken into an array that can be manipulated. 
From that point, it will then attempt to mask the workout and the warning on top of the image. 
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After the information has been masked onto the array, the array will be converted back to an 
image and sent to the display. 
function array maskWarning(array){ 
 if(car_near){ 
  displayWarning(array); 
 } 
} 
The mask will only be applied to the array if there is an incoming car. 
function maskWorkout(array, infoNumber){ 
 switch(infoNumber){ 
  case 0: showHeartRate(); 
  case 1: showCalories(); 
  case 2: showDistance(); 
  case 3: showSpeed(); 
  default: showTime(); 
 } 
} 
The type of information that is masked onto the array will depend on a passed in 
parameter. This allows the information to be able to cycle through the information that is masked 
for the display 
main() 
{ 
 Get_User_Input (); // User Details, Exercise Start/Stop, View Database Yes/No 
 if (Exercise_Start) 
 { 
  Update_User-Based_Equations(); // Max Heart Rate 
  Loop(); 
 } 
 if (View_Database_Yes) 
 { 
  Display_Database_Results(); 
 } 
} 
The exercise can only be started after the input has been received from the user since 
many of the equations depend upon user input. Once the exercise is started, a loop will be 
entered which will constantly incorporate information gathered from the sensors. 
Loop() 
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{ 
 while(!Exercise_Stop) 
 { 
  Get_Sensor_Data();  // Heart Rate, Position, Speed, Angle 
  if (Heart_Rate > Max_Heart_Rate) 
  { 
   Display_Alert_to_User(); 
  } 
  Update_Equations(); // Velocity, Direction, Calories Burned 
  Send_Results_To_Helmet(); 
 } 
 Send_Exercise_Data_to_Database(); 
} 
While the exercise has not ended, sensors data will be gathered and used in the equations 
to calculate the exercise information. The results of the computations will then be sent to the 
helmet in order for it to be masked onto video frames. 
Display_Database_Results() 
{ 
 Get_Results_from_Database(); 
 Show_Results();  // Last Exercise, Last x Exercises, Best Exercise 
} 
It will retrieve previous exercise information from the database and then show that 
information on the designated section of the phone app. 
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4. Parts List 
Qty. Refdes Part Num. Description 
1 U4 MB1261 Ultrasonic Sensor  
1 U3 US-1881 Hall Effect Sensor 
1   n/a Heart Rate Sensor 
1   n/a Wristlet for Sensor 
2 U1, U2 n/a Raspberry Pi 3 B+ 
1   n/a Raspberry Pi Camera Board 
1   n/a mybud 
2 
BP1, 
BP2 n/a Battery pack with 4.5Ah 
Table 29 – Parts List part 1 
   Unit Total 
Qty. Part Num. Description Cost Cost 
1 MB1261 Ultrasonic Sensor  $54.95 $54.95 
1 US-1881 Hall Effect Sensor 0.86 0.86 
1 n/a Heart Rate Sensor 86.95 86.95 
1 n/a Wristlet for Sensor 9.00 9.00 
2 n/a Raspberry Pi 3 B+     
1 n/a Raspberry Pi Camera Board     
1 n/a mybud     
2 n/a Battery pack with 4.5Ah     
Table 30 – Parts List part 2 
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5. Project Schedules 
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6. Design Team Information 
Azia Bradley, EE, Hardware Lead 
Brian Hromco, EE, Project Lead 
John Delonais, CpE, Software Lead 
Kevin Kapko, CpE, Archivist 
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7. Conclusions and Recommendations 
As of today, the team has spent a decent amount of time researching current virtual 
reality headsets on the market and exercise devices. Given enough time, the ARH could be 
expanded to an exercise virtual reality helmet device compatible with devices on the market 
today. It is expected by the end of the semester to have a completed design of our headset and 
hardware and to compare this design with other prototypes. A final design decision should be 
made by December. 
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